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   Prologue: between roses -- Undercitizens -- Annawadi -- Asha -- Sunil -- Manju -- The business of burning -- Ghost house -- The hole she called a window -- The come-apart -- The master -- A little wildness -- Marquee effect -- Parrots, caught and sold -- Proper sleep -- Up and out -- Nine nights of dance -- Something shining -- The trail -- Ice -- Black and white -- A school, a hospital, a cricket field. Examines and provides real-life accounts of urban poor families living in Bombay, India.


   A gourmand's guide to the slim life shares the principles of French gastronomy, the art of enjoying all edibles in proportion, arguing that the secret of being thin and happy lies in the ability to appreciate and balance pleasures.


914.5049 MAR Marwitz, Darlene. *Italy fever : 14 ways to satisfy your love affair with Italy*. Fredericksburg, Tex : Portico Press, c2000.


915.1002 CHI China, its most scenic places : a photographic journey through 50 of its most unspoiled villages and towns. Pleasantville, N.Y. : Reader's Digest Association, c2005.


   Mike Leonard wanted to give his parents the ultimate family reunion. And so,
one February morning, three generations of Leonards set out on their journey under the dazzling Arizona sky. In the course of their humorous, often poignant cross-country tour, from the desert Southwest to the New England coastline, the Leonards reminisce about their loves, their losses, and their rich and heartwarming (and sometimes heartbreaking) lives, while encountering a veritable Greek chorus of roadside characters along the way.--From publisher description.
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